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FOREWORD
��

P rosperity has gone from buzzword to cliché in the past

decade. Pastors, parishioners, business owners, CEOs, ath-

letes, and even entertainers all believe they know what prosperi-

ty is. When they attain their brand of prosperity, they begin to pur-

sue their style of prosperous living without implementing a work-

able plan.  For the most part, they arrive at the end of an exhaust-

ing journey and discover that they are no closer to their goal—

and they really didn’t know what their goal was in the first place. 

In four centuries, the universal church has proscribed its fol-

lowers from indulgences that were thought to corrupt moral char-

acter. In a sincere attempt to expurgate the bad, they have also

thrown away the greatest good of all—our God-given ability to

think. While many churches squirm like a fish out of water at the

idea of independent thought, what they fail to realize is that the

purpose of creation is directly connected to man’s ability to think

for himself. Salvation does not occur within the soul of humanity

ix
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without the use of the mind. With the mouth confession is made,
but with the mind, man believes.  

Unfortunately, many religious leaders do not want their mem-
bers to think. They fear that once they free their minds and begin
asking difficult questions, they will discover that they are being
manipulated and controlled.  So some conservative Christian
leaders scorn intellectualism and discourage thought, denying
their flock the connection with their most godlike asset: their
mind.  Being a third generation child of the Pentecostal heritage,
I distinctly remember pastors strictly forbidding members to visit
certain churches within our denomination, fearing that we might
not come back.  

Also, I remember how the same pastors encouraged us to
read the Bible only, claiming that other books would contaminate
our mind and spirit, rendering us worthless in the sight of God.
Naturally that excluded books about science, technology, astron-
omy, medicine, or even law. For the most part, no one from our
faith community ever entered the workforce in any of those disci-
plines. Most parishioners acquiesced and remained ignorant.
Being an existentialist, I choose to read and re-read works by
some of the greatest thinkers in the world.  

While many believed that I would come back from that expe-
rience contaminated and preaching false doctrine, just the oppo-
site happened.  I gained an appreciation for the Lord Jesus Christ
as never before.  For the first time in my life, I realized that Christ
truly is all in all.  I realized that God uses minds—as author
Napoleon Hill would say, The Master Mind—to communicate
truths beyond our limited understanding. 

Should we accept what religious leaders tell us unquestion-
ingly?  Should we assume they have some special access to the

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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truth that we cannot?  The only way that we will know the answers
to those questions is when we search for knowledge. Searching
will require us to explore the many avenues that God has made
available to us for our learning.  Reading, questioning and acquir-
ing knowledge is not counter to the desire of God; they are the
intent of God. 

Because they hated knowledge and did not choose the

fear of the Lord. They would not accept my counsel, They

spurned all my reproof. 

—Proverbs 1:29-30 NASU

There is a direct correlation between reverencing God and
loving knowledge. One cannot truly love God without also loving
knowledge. The Creator is Knowledge, and He does not wish His
creation to be ignorant.  Despite your allegiance to church, fam-
ily, and community, if you hate knowledge you will not know how
to serve God.  It is through knowledge that we understand the all
sufficiency, all potency, and the omni-scientific mind of Elohim,
Creator of heaven and earth.

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge; Fools

despise wisdom and instruction. 

—Proverbs 1:7 NASU

Over the years I have had the honor of meeting some of the
worlds greatest spiritual and business leaders.  The most inim-
itable is His Grace Bishop E. Bernard Jordan. Few, if any, of the
leaders I have become acquainted with come close to his singu-
larity of purpose.  His life’s mission is to empower his people.
Who are his people?  Jesus was once asked the same question;
Bishop Jordan’s response is the same: his people are those who
do the will of the Father. 

xi
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Bishop Jordan has written a stellar work that is guaranteed to
free the mentally enslaved, acquit the wrongfully charged, and
bring healing to the sick.  The Law of Thinking is not a work for
the shallow-minded person. It is demanding and challenging.  It is
neither intended to be used as the basis for unmerited criticism
nor as sermon material for the minister having difficulty receiving
a fresh word from the Lord. It was written with a very clear aim:
to provoke spiritual thought.  Bishop Jordan realizes that every-
thing in life started with a thought. Bill Gates’ Microsoft, Oprah
Winfrey’s Harpo Production, Stephen Spielberg’s DreamWorks,
Henry Ford’s Ford Corporation, and even his own Zoë Ministries
all began with a thought.

Every invention, university, book, song, business, home, sky-
scraper, movie, stage play, and baby began when someone chose
to think.  Nothing happens without thought.  Creation did not
happen without God’s Thought.  Bishop Jordan’s first objective is
getting you to think.  His second is to help you understand the
laws that govern the universe of thought.  And his final goal is to
help you organize your thoughts into a system that will ensure
positive results in your life.  The winners in life are not necessar-
ily Rhodes Scholars or the most spiritual, but rather the people
who solve the most problems for their fellow travelers.  

Solving problems is the most lucrative profession in the uni-
verse, because everyone has problems.  But to help others solve
their problems effectively, you must have a workable, effective,
easy to use, easy to teach system in place to solve your own
problems. Without a system, you will fail.  That is why so many
entertainers and athletes go broke when just a few years before
they were on top of the world. They had no system. This book
contains that system: the Law of Thinking. 

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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xiii

The Law is a set of principles that is organized and enforced
by a governing authority.  Break the law, and you will suffer unfor-
tunate consequences.  Obey the law, and you will experience
freedom, prosperity and satisfaction. In the Law of Thinking: 20
Secrets to Using the Divine Power of Your Mind to Manifest
Prosperity, Bishop Jordan shows you how to tap into the freedom
that you’ve always wanted to enjoy but never thought you could.
You will reach your zenith when you discover the hidden truth:
you don’t have to search for God’s mind.  You already possess it.
Keep reading and be transformed!

For who has known the mind of the Lord, that he will
instruct him? But we have the mind of Christ. 

—1 Corinthians 2:16 NASU

Aaron D. Lewis, D.Min., PhD
The Family of God, East Hartford, CT

Foreword
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

“I’m Saved, Why Aren’t
I Prosperous?”

�
Life is learning, and one of the truths I am learning as I grow in

prophecy and understanding of the reality of God’s will and
Spirit is that while faith is the heart of what it means to be human,
it also has a downside. Faith, combined with ignorance, can
breed a dangerous fatalism.

You almost certainly know someone like this: a person who is
saved and is one of the children of the Lord, but who stands idly
by and watches life and opportunity pass because they are “put-
ting everything in God’s hands.” Such a person will often won-
der—and I have had many people express this to me—why, even
though they tithe and they attend church and they have accept-
ed Christ as their Savior, why others get rich and live in mansions
and drive fancy cars and they still struggle to pay their mortgage
or still live in rented housing at age 40. They will ask me, “Why
is God angry with me?”

xv
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I tell them the same thing: God is not angry with them, frus-
trated, perhaps. But then I share with them something many of
them are not prepared to deal with: their prosperity or poverty lies
not the hands of God, but in their hands. The fault, dear Brutus,
lies not within our stars, but within ourselves. These people, who
far and away are good, honest, compassionate people of faith,
may love and serve God, but they do not understand God. They
don’t comprehend how God operates on this earthly plane. They
fail to perceive that just as He created laws of physics, biology
and chemistry for this world to operate within, He also created
laws to govern Himself and the Spirit that resides within each of
us. Yes, God is bound by laws of His own design; without them,
all would be chaos. 

What happens when you are ignorant of the laws of nature and
you act without regard for them? You end up in trouble—jumping
off a bridge because you think you can fly, or other such foolish-
ness. And when you are ignorant of the Laws of God, you will also
end up in trouble. You will wonder why good fortune, wealth and
success come to others and not to you, even though you obey God
with every breath. Well, here’s the newsflash: God doesn’t want you
to obey Him. He wants you to obey yourself and fulfill the divine
purpose He has already ordained for you. You can’t do that if you’re
ignorant of how God works in this earthly realm.

The Laws of Thinking is a book about what I call “informed
faith”—faith in God that is made all-powerful and fully realized by
your awareness of the Laws that govern God’s relationship with
you and your relationship to the world. As you can gather from
the title of the book, the Laws are all about what goes on in that
fantastic structure between your ears: your mind. As you will dis-
cover, your thoughts have the authority to shape the divine nature
that resides within you, the “I Am” that makes you a co-creator

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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xvii

Introduction

with the Creator. Your divine power to create what you desire in
this world lies dormant inside your mind, just as it lies dormant
within every man and woman on this planet. When you fully per-
ceive its presence and purpose—and more important, the pat-
terns and habits of thinking that bring it forth—that power switch-
es on. Life becomes a realm of infinite possibilities. Wealth, good
people, opportunity, and the chance to change some aspect of
the world…they all manifest. You become god. 

As you can see, this knowledge can rock your world. It’s
mind-blowing and perception-expanding, and not everyone will
be able to handle it. In fact, I’d say that the majority of Christians
cannot handle the ideas in The Laws of Thinking. Why? Because
it’s frightening to suggest that God can be comprehended, that
nothing is given to you just for showing up, and that to achieve
your goals in this life you must discover your passion and pur-
pose and work your ideas to make great things happen. That puts
all the responsibility for success or failure squarely on your shoul-
ders. Many folks can’t handle that; they’re too afraid. It’s much
easier for them to sit back and wait for God to throw blessings at
them, like winning some sort of cosmic lottery. Fear paralyzes
them, and as we’ll see, fear is a useless emotion. 

Which kind of Christian will you be? One of the fearful fatal-
ists or one of the scholars of the Law, fully aware and ready to
claim your birthright as God’s junior partner, helping manifest
your part of His vision for this world? What you desire most is
already out there, waiting for you to bring it forth and claim it. In
these pages, you’re going to learn the secrets to doing exactly
that. When you’re done, make sure you also take a look at The
Laws of Thinking Workbook, the companion piece to this book.
It’s filled with wonderful exercises that will help you understand
how you’re thinking today and develop your elevated mind, the
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self that is at one with Spirit and is bringing forth wonders from
the raw material of this earthly realm.

The lessons in this book will enable you to:

• Realize your divine nature

• Understand God’s purpose for you

• Gain control of unproductive thoughts and emotions

• Perceive people in your life who are damaging to your
goals

• Understand the power and role of money

• Know how to attract the results you desire

• See portents of good things to come even in misfortune

• Peer into the secret machinery that governs the Universe

• Achieve the wealth and prosperity that awaits you

• And much more

Ready? Praise God, we’re going to change your life forever
and elevate you into informed faith. Amen.

One final note: if you want to deepen your studies into these
matters, pick up a copy of an incredible book we have used as a
study guide, The Miracle of Right Thought, by Orison Swett
Marden. You can find it at www.zoeministries.com. 

—E. Bernard Jordan
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C h a p t e r  1

The Law of Becoming
�

Then the Lord said to Moses, “See, I have made you like

God to Pharaoh, and your brother Aaron will be your

prophet.”

— Exodus 7:1

Who are you? You may have thought you knew the answer to

that question, but you probably did not. Don’t tell me your

name; that’s what you’re called, not who you are. Until you know

who you are, you will not understand where you belong. Once

you know who you are, it will become abundantly clear why you

are here on earth, in your body, at this time. 

Let’s begin this exploration by looking at one of the most

famous scenes from the Old Testament: Moses speaking to the

burning bush. In this passage of the Bible, Moses hears the voice

of God speaking to him from a bush that burns but is not con-

sumed. Aware that the bush’s not being consumed is a miracle,

1
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Moses humbles himself before the Lord and receives the charge
that will change his life: liberating the Hebrews from bondage. 

In Exodus 3:13-14, Scripture says, Moses said to God,

“Suppose I go to the Israelites and say to them, ‘The God of your

fathers has sent me to you,’ and they ask me, ‘What is his name?’

Then what shall I tell them?” God said to Moses, “I am who I am.

This is what you are to say to the Israelites: ‘I AM has sent me to

you.’ “ In those two words, “I Am,” reside the wholeness of your
true nature. God placed you in this world not to wait around for
Him to put things into your hands, but for you to declare “I Am”
yourself! When you state “I Am,” you declare not just who you
are, but what your purpose is. They are one and the same. This
is one of the essential truths of the Laws of Thinking:

�
When you declare “I Am,” you become god. 

�
Your Divine Nature

Ignorant minds will look at that statement and call it blasphe-
my, but that is only because they do not truly understand the nature
of the relationship between God and man. Each and every one of
us was created in God’s image; there is nothing in God that does
not exist in man, and nothing in man that does not exist in God. You
were sent here by “I Am”, and “I Am” is the state of your mind and
your imagination. There is divinity in you, if you can see it. 

Wow. That is a huge idea, maybe the hugest of ideas. You are
god. But when you think about it, is it really so far-fetched? Man
is the only creature with the power to create and shape his world,
to bring things into being by first thinking them into being
(because all things begin in the mind) and then working to man-

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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ifest them into physical reality. Who else has the power to create
what did not exist before? God, of course! When you declare your
“I Am” nature, you are claiming your divine birthright and step-
ping into your role as God’s proxy in this world. You begin to dis-
cover your purpose, which is to walk in divinity and declare God’s
will to men through your works and your actions.

What does this mean? It means that in the same way that
God’s declaration becomes reality, your declaration becomes
reality. When you state “I Am,” you inherit the same power to
make your thoughts manifest in this reality. In this way, you move
beyond want, which is the source of misery and poverty of the
spirit, as Buddha knew. Instead of wanting and coveting, walk in
your divine nature:

�
If you desire the thing, declare yourself 

to BE the thing and it will manifest. 

�

If you desire a fine house, you must be the house. If you desire
to be the owner of a prosperous company, you must declare your-
self to be that company. There is no difference between your
being and that company, house or whatever else is your passion-
ate desire. That is your divine power, granted to you as part of
your being by the Father! There is no greater inheritance. 

People Will Scorn You for Not Being Consumed

Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his father-in-

law, the priest of Midian, and he led the flock to the far side

The Law of Becoming
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of the desert and came to Horeb, the mountain of God.
There the angel of the LORD appeared to him in flames of
fire from within a bush. Moses saw that though the bush
was on fire it did not burn up.

— Exodus 3:1-2

When you claim your “I Am” nature, you will be as God in that
burning bush: on fire, but not consumed. This will be wondrous to

you, as you feel your awareness of
prophecy and God’s purpose in your
life open up like a flower within you,
and as you walk daily in the Word
knowing you are progressing toward
the destiny God ordained for you
even when the Universe was formed.
But when other people perceive your
divine nature, they will be confused.
They will see that you are as the
burning bush, but that you are not
consumed. 

You see, most people can’t see
God in man. They crave miracles, but
they want to see miracles that involve
seas parting or plagues of locusts

(preferably raining down on people they don’t like), and they fail to
realize that the true miracle is the opening of the eyes of a person
like yourself. The miracle is that you are god, and that you can be
in flesh, declaring yourself to be god and yet not be consumed by
the Spirit within you. How is that possible? That’s the miracle. When
your “I Am” consciousness becomes aware of itself, you can live
and walk in Spirit and yet not be consumed by it. By becoming
aware of the Spirit within you, you become that Spirit. That con-

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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sciousness is a flame-retardant suit that lets you influence the Spirit
to create the works of God without being burned by it. 

Do not be put aside from your purpose or discouraged by
people who do not or cannot understand the nature of your true
self, even as they cannot look away from the fire. The path of
each life is a choice, and some will choose to become aware after
you do, and others will never be aware at all. Do not pity them,
but also do not listen to their negative or doubting words. Be true
to your divine truth. 

Are You Aware of God’s Nature?

The teachings in this part of the book are the foundation for all
that comes later. The simple, cosmic truth is that God wants you to
walk in divinity and experience Him the way you’re supposed to: as
His partner in bringing the Word into flesh in this world. This goes
against many traditions that insist God is angry, punitive and always
seeking a reason to cast man into Hell. That’s absurd. If you are a
reflection of everything that exists in God, why would He cast rage
and retribution at Himself? Why would He damn himself? Learning
the Laws of Thinking turns many traditional Christian teachings on
their heads and reveals them for what they really are: methods of
controlling fearful, small-minded people. 

When you wake up and start partaking of God’s true nature,
you begin partaking of your own true nature. Or to say it anoth-
er way:

�
If you’re not aware of God’s nature, you’re

not aware of your own nature. 

�

The Law of Becoming
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You won’t know who and what you are (and who and what you
can become) until you understand who and what God is. You can
only partake of a revelation that you have received. As long as
you are walking in a state of unawareness, you cannot have the
things that God has decreed for you. 

God is Not a Noun

Whoa. I just blew your mind, didn’t I? Get used to it—that’s
going to happen a lot in The Laws of Thinking. But it’s true: God
is not a noun. A noun is a person, place or thing, and God is all
of the above, but above all, God is a Force, a Mind, an Intellect,
and a Spirit. That Spirit exists for one reason above all others: to
manifest change in the world. So if you take that idea to its logi-
cal conclusion, you come to this:

�
God is a verb.

�
God is an action word. Remember, God states that His name

is “I Am.” “I Am” is an action phrase that stems from the verb “to
be.” So to be god—which is what you are—is to be. When you
come into your “I Am” awareness, you are in action as god. God
is action. God in you is a force to take action to create change in
this physical reality. God is the action itself. Once you are in an “I
Am” state of being, you are the action yourself. 

What does that mean? It means that once you declare your “I
Am,” you claim both the power and the responsibility to act on
manifesting God’s will on earth. When you say “I Am,” you have
just taken on a new acting role, with God waiting to see the new

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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action you are about to take. You are the actor, writer, director,
producer, and the cause of all things. 

You must produce your cause, but make sure it’s in line with
God’s cause. If it’s a contrary cause, you will get contrary results.
John 10:30 says, “I and the Father
are one.” You must be in alignment of
purpose with God if your actions are
to bring forth the manifestations He
desires. That’s critically important.
That’s why it is vital to suppress your
intellect and your ego even as you
are proclaiming yourself to be “I
Am.” Even as you partake of the
divinity that God has granted you,
you must not try to impose your own
will on what God desires of you. You
must be open to hearing God and to
producing and creating what He has
in mind for you to create. 

When you can set aside ego (not an easy thing for anyone to
do) and keep your mind still and at peace, you open yourself to
being a conduit of ideas that come to you directly from God. As
long as there is that agreement of mind and purpose, you expe-
rience the constant, eternal inflow of ideas and inspiration from
God.

You end up copying from the Source. It’s like having the
smartest kid in class always sitting next to you, always letting you
copy off his homework! You wake in the morning alive with
anointing and a flood of new ideas, new things to build and cre-
ate, new opportunities to sow and give, new wealth coming your
way. It’s a thrilling way to live and to serve the intent of the Lord. 

The Law of Becoming
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We Live in a Universe of Becoming

A little way back, I gave you an incomplete definition. I told
you that “I Am” was taken from the verb “to be,” but that’s only
partially true. “I Am” is also derived from the verb “to become.” I
held this back because it was a little too soon to share it with you,
but you’re ready for the revelation now. This is the revelation, the
first of the Laws of Thinking:

�
Law #1: We live not in a Universe of being, 

but of becoming. 

�
Nothing that lives is static. God is not static. He did not just

create the world eons ago and then sit back and never change.
God is EVOLVING; He is changing His being, His ideas, and His
purposes all the time. God is becoming. And because you were
created in God’s image with all things in you that are god, you are
also becoming. If you stand still, if you are only being, then you
are dead. We don’t live in a Universe that was made; we live in a
Universe that is being made, every moment. 

Everything comes in stages. Everything and everyone is
evolving, changing, and becoming something new, moving
toward what it will be tomorrow. And when it reaches that state,
guess what? It begins to become what it will be the next day!
Every moment, you are moving toward a new state of being—
either toward fulfillment of your potential as determined by God
or away from that fulfillment. The choice is yours, but you can
never stop moving. You are always on the road to becoming
someone other than who you are at this very moment. The ques-
tion you must ask is:

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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�
“Who am I becoming?”

�
There’s blessed freedom and joy in the fact of becoming. You

are never trapped in where or what you are. You are never stuck in
a state of poverty, ill health or loneliness…unless you choose to be.
That is the message of “I Am.” When you declare yourself to be
god, you are taking responsibility for your becoming. Isn’t God in
charge? Then why should anyone else be in charge of saving you
from a life that is not what you hoped it would be? The harsh real-
ity is, no one will save you. That’s not the job of the prophets, your
friends, your family, anyone. It’s not God’s job. His task is to lay the
path before you and say, “Here, I have ordained this for you to fol-
low.” Whether or not you follow is entirely up to you. 

Becoming empowers us to change what we are and our lot in
life. If it didn’t, people who started off poor would not become bil-
lionaire owners of huge corporations or world-famous rap super-
stars. They would remain on their dirt farms, or end up dead or in
prison. Instead, they understood that their destiny was to become,
that becoming empowered them to change their reality.

Go Back to the Word

To become, you must discover your “I Am,” and to do that
you must go back to the Word. You must be at peace, rest your
thoughts and your ego, and listen to the voice of God speaking to
you. If you do not do this, then you will condemn yourself to live
in a Universe of the past, like a still photo of the way your life
once was. You will be stuck. The Universe as it is in God’s mind
is a motion picture, one that He is always editing—and that you,

The Law of Becoming
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as God’s partner, are helping him edit. If God is the Master Editor,
you in your “I Am” state of mind are His apprentice. 

For some people, the concept of becoming and of an evolv-
ing, changing God is difficult to accept. It makes them feel more
secure to think that God stopped with the Bible, which He never
changed. But if we mirror God, then look how much the world of

men has changed in the thousands of
years since the stories in the Bible took
place. Does it not make sense that God
would change as well?

And anyway, we are in a constant
state of creation. Our bodies create
new cells every moment. We replace all
the trillions of cells in our bodies every

seven years. We are constantly being reborn in flesh, and because
of God’s love, we are constantly reborn in spirit. That love gives
every cell a second chance, a third chance, a fourth chance to
awaken to the truth of “I Am” and realize its true potential. Every
morning, you are renewed and healed. You have a brand new day
to change the world. 

Are You a “Favor-ite?”

In the Bible, you can read about the many tribes that lived in
the land where Moses led the Hebrews after their escape from
slavery: the Hittites, Jebusites, Canaanites and so on. But what if
there was a new tribe, and what if membership was based not on
your bloodline, but on your ability to be at one with the Word and
the purpose of God, to allow God to manifest through you? What
if declaring and living your “I Am” status gained you entry into
this elite group? You would become a “Favor-ite,” one upon
whom God has cast His grace and favor. 

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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When you become a Favor-ite, a season of grace and favor
will be upon you. Good things will come into your life without you
having seemed to work for them; you were busy sowing or giving
money or working to develop an idea in another area, and money
just showed up at your door. And people will say, “How did you
do that?” More important, they will say, “Why does he get that
when I’m working so hard and I get nothing?” Just smile inside
yourself and know a fundamental truth of God’s order of things:

�
Favor isn’t fair.

�
That’s right. Favor doesn’t come to those who earn it through

the sweat of their brow, and it doesn’t come to those who do noth-
ing more than sit in church, never give more than the minimum
and sit back and wait for God to smile upon them. God looks with
pity on them, because they don’t get it. Favor only comes to
those who understand how God operates in this world. Favor is
not fair. Some people will hate you because of this inequity, but
you have to be able to withstand their censure and still declare “I
Am” even if they say you are arrogant. Because whose favor mat-
ters more: God’s or your neighbor’s? 

How God Operates

I’ve saved the most important idea for the end of this chapter,
because it’s going to shape the rest of the material to come. I’ve said
that the key to favor and to realizing the potential that God has pre-
ordained for your life lies in understanding how God operates in this
world—comprehending the Laws He has created and therefore must
follow. That fact can be boiled down to this statement:

The Law of Becoming
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�
The purpose of human existence is to 

express the purpose of the Spirit of God 
in the material world. 

�
Wow! That’s a huge idea! That would mean that instead of

being put here by God to scurry around like ants, as some
Christians would have you believe, God puts each of us here to
play a role in bringing forth the physical manifestation of God’s
plan. Each person plays a part in bringing to fruition a part of that
blueprint. God is the Prime Architect, and each of us is the archi-
tect of our own existences, thinking things into being with the
power of our minds. That is why God created Man: to play his role
in bringing forth the myriad parts of God’s eternal purpose. To put
it another way:

�
The whole aim of creation is manifestation.

�
If that’s not earth-shaking enough for you, try this: God needs

you. He needs us all. You see, God is not flesh. He is Spirit. The pur-
pose of Spirit is to express, but because Spirit is not flesh, it cannot
express itself on this material plane. It needs a vessel to fill, and then
the Spirit can guide that vessel to express its purpose.  Notice that
the word “manifestation” even begins with the word “man.”

That is why God created us and the cosmos: to express His
purpose in material reality! That’s a thrilling, humbling responsi-
bility, isn’t it? The purpose of human existence is to express the
purpose of Spirit—to make it manifest in the material realm. But

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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to do that, you must understand that you are also spirit. You are
a walking, talking spirit clothed in a suit of flesh and blood, and it
is that spirit that makes you one with God. 

Many people cannot feel or hear their spirit speaking within
them, and so they do not speak with the voice of Spirit. That is
why it is so important to be at peace and still—to quiet your mind
and the chaos of your thoughts, intellect, worry and fear—so that
you can hear the Spirit speaking within you. When you become
fully aware of that Spirit—when you pay it full attention—you call
it forth and can then claim your “I Am” state of being. You
become spirit ex primo, spirit pressed out. Man is simply God
pressed out into this world through flesh. When you hear and
embrace the Spirit that you share with God, your words press His
thoughts out, and you express the light of God within you. 

That is why it is so crucial to always be thinking about wealth,
prosperity, health, peace and so on. When you are speaking in
Spirit, your words will manifest, for good or ill. You are here on
this earth to manifest your “I Am” and to go forth and bring God’s
vision to life. Your aim is to become god. 

How’s that for a first chapter? There’s a lot more to come.

* * *

The Law of Becoming
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Summary

• You have a divine nature that you share with God.

• You must realize “I Am” in order to manifest. You must
become the things you want.

• God is an action.

• We live in a Universe of becoming. You are always becom-
ing something.

• Favor isn’t fair.

• You were created by God to manifest his vision.

• You are spirit.

• Your purpose is to become god.

THE LAWS OF THINKING
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